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One of the main purposes of the course is to expose you to some of the
tools and computing environments that are in standard use for conducting
genomewide association testing. Because of the size of GWAS datasets and
the computational demands of some analyses, the use of a computing cluster
greatly facilitates some aspects of research.

However, there is an activation barrier to cluster computing, and if you are
used to operating exclusively in a desktop environment there are some basic
skills and commands to learn.

We will walk through this exercise in the first class, but if you have never
worked on a Unix system, it will probably be helpful to go through this before
the first class as otherwise you may miss some content while you are working
out these basic issues.

The directions are written as if you are on the desktops in the classroom, but
you can do this exercise on your own computer by downloading two programs -
PuTTY and WinScp.

PuTTY can be downloaded from:
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html

WinScp can be downloaded from:
http://download.cnet.com/WinSCP/3000-2160_4-10400769.html

1 Accessing the Tufts Cluster

We will be using a program called Putty to access the Tufts cluster.
On your desktop, find a folder titled ‘PuTTY’ and click on it.
Click on ‘putty.exe’.
In the Host Name box, type in cluster.uit.tufts.edu
In the ‘Saved Sessions’ box, type in ‘Tufts Cluster.’ This way you won’t have

to type in the cluster address next time.
Click Open.
If a box pops up saying something about a new key, click Yes.
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At the ‘login as:’ prompt type in your cluster username.
Then type in your cluster password (you should have received this already

from UIT).

At this point, you should now be logged in to the cluster.

The operating system that you are now in is a ‘Unix’ or ‘Linux’ system. It
is based on file structures similar to the operating systems that you are used to,
but it is a ‘command line’ environment which means that everything must be
accomplished by typing commands. There is no pointing and clicking anymore.
Let’s try a few commands just to help you get oriented and navigate your way
around. It helps to visualize yourself as being in a File Tree or a Directory Tree.
Think of a tree with lots of folders instead of leaves. The folders are directories,
and inside each folder are files, or more folders. The following commands help
you to know where you are on the tree, see what is in the directories, and move
around.

pwd - this tells you where you are in the file tree.
ls - this lists the contents of the directory that you are in
ls ../ - list the contents of the directory one level above
ls ./ - lists the contents of the directory that you are in now
cd ../ - moves you to be one level above your current position

OK, just to make sure that you are in your home directory, type ‘cd’ and
hit enter. This will bring you there. Now we’re going to make a new folder to
keep all of your stuff from this course in.

Type ‘mkdir GAS’. This makes a folder called ‘GAS’.

Type ‘ls’ and you should see your new folder.

Congratulations! You are now doing things in Unix.

2 Preparation for Using R

R is a statistical programming language that you can use on your desktop or in
the cluster environment. We will be using R for a number of tasks during the
course. For now, we’re just going to review how modules work, and teach you
how to open R on the cluster.

The cluster manages it’s various programs through the use of the module
program. All you need to know for this course is that in order to use R, you
first need to type:
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module add R/2.15.0

Nothing happens, that’s OK. But now, when you type in this command,
you’ll actually be able to get into R.

bsub -Ip -q int_public6 R

After a brief waiting period, you’ll see a > symbol in front of your cursor.
This means that you are now in the R environment, and you can run commands
in R.

Type `5+5' and hit enter

We’ll do a lot more than this in R, but this is a start. To exit R and go back
to the Unix environment, type:

q()

R will ask if you want to save your workspace image. For now just type n.

3 Using WinScp to move Files to and From the
Cluster

When you’re starting out, it will be a relief to not have to deal with the cluster
when you don’t want to. The way to do that is to use WinScp to move files to
and from the cluster.

Go into your PuTTY window.
Type ‘cd’ and hit enter.
Copy the pdf of the first class exercise to your home directory with the

following command.

cp /cluster/tufts/cbicourse/GAS/GWAS_Exercise1.pdf .

The pdf file `GWAS_Exercise1.pdf' should now be in your home directory.
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Now, open WinScp on your desktop. You can find WinScp by clicking on
‘Start’, ‘Programs’, and WinScp should be towards the bottom of the list. Win-
Scp connects to the cluster in the same way that PuTTY does.

In the `Host Name' window type in:
cluster.uit.tufts.edu

You need to enter your username in the appropriate box,
and you can enter your password as well, though you
can also do that later.

Click `Login', hit yes if you get the funny `key' window
again, then you should see two panels. One panel is the files
in a folder on your desktop, the other panel is the files
in your home directory.

To move GWAS_Exercise1.pdf to your `My Documents' folder, just
drag it from the right hand panel to the left hand one.

That file is now on in your `My Documents' folder.
You can change the left hand panel to be the Desktop if you
want. That may be easier.

That’s it for the brief Unix, R and WinScp introduction. To exit PuTTY,
type ‘exit’, hit enter, and the window will close. To close WinScp, you can just
click the ‘X’ in the upper right hand corner.
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